**CallAssure™**

**Post Discharge Patient Follow Up**

With the Vocantas CallAssure™ post discharge follow up (PDFU), patient safety can be improved — providing consistent, reliable follow up.

The Vocantas PDFU system calls patients after they have been discharged from hospital. Patients interact using only their voice to respond to instructions on post discharge care, typically the same instructions they were given upon leaving the hospital.

**Automating post discharge follow up**

has saved many hospitals money by maximizing existing resources and reducing re-admissions and adverse events.

**The Interactive Call**

- Patient record is updated upon discharge
- Information is automatically exported to CallAssure PDFU
- CallAssure sets trigger date based on your business rules (e.g. 48 hours after discharge)
- Post discharge survey call is made
- Interaction is recorded and updated immediately in web portal
- Details from the PDFU survey call can be reviewed
- If the patient gave an answer that requires follow up from a nurse their call record will be flagged in the report and a notification will be sent to the nurse that a patient requires immediate follow up

**Post Discharge Sample Questions**

Q1: Did you receive written instructions before you left the hospital?
Q2: Were you prescribed new medications at discharge?
Q3: Did you make your follow-up appointment with your doctor?
Q4: Do you feel worse than when you left the hospital?
Q5: Do you know what symptoms to look for and what to do if experiencing them?
Q6: Are you confident that you can manage your health at home?

**96% connection rate.**

**75% of patients PREFER IVR.**

Reduce adverse events and improve patient outcomes by asking every patient to confirm the status of their condition and any non-compliance to discharge instructions. You will be notified immediately if any of your discharged patients are non-compliant or if their condition is deteriorating at home.

**CallAssure Demo**

1.855.271.2101

You will be offered four demos when you call the CallAssure demo line:

- Post Discharge Follow Up
- Appointment Reminder
- Missed Appointment
- Dosing

Use only your voice to interact with the system - when you are asked a question, simply answer. You will notice that our demos are multi-lingual. The patient is offered Spanish at the outset of the call. If the participant responds in Spanish the call will switch to entirely Spanish professional scripts. The calls can be unilingual, or have multiple languages of your choosing.
Acceptance

CallAssure has a significant advantage over competitive solutions, as Vocantas is a field expert in the area of human behavior. It is imperative to the success of any interactive communication that the patient receiving the call has a positive experience with the call. We have worked very hard over a decade to perfect our handling of patient calls and in particular perfecting how the system responds to various patient responses.

For example, after the Champlain CCAC formally evaluated the implementation of the post discharge calls, they found that their patients, including those in the senior demographic, were accepting and enthusiastic about the technology.

Multiple Modes of Contact

CallAssure can call multiple phone numbers in preferred sequence for each of your patients. For example, the first call is made to the patient’s home phone, then to their personal cell phone if the primary number is not answered. The system can be programmed to interact with SMS (text) messages and can send out email notifications to those who do not answer the phone call.

Reporting

- Reports are available in real time in the secure web portal
- All call data is documented and aggregated
- In the Call Details Report, status of every call is available as the calls are being made
- The Outbound Capacity Report shows how many calls were made and in what time frame